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Questions to provoke thinking on metrics1 for diet quality for women of reproductive age in 
low- and middle-income countries (LMIC) 

Questions are grouped into three sets, with some (intentional) overlap. 

1. Conceptual issues 

• Can the existing evidence base for healthy dietary patterns defined in the global north, and for 
favorable food group consumption be applied globally? 

• If no: 

o What further evidence is needed?  

o Do we need critical mass of prospective cohorts in LMIC? For all cardiometabolic risks 
and outcomes? What other outcomes? 

o In the meantime, what to do? Measure adherence to “5 a day” only? Or? 

o Which areas of uncertainty need urgent attention, to provide a basis for global 
guidance? 

• If yes:  

o For which elements of diet quality specifically does measurement (or measurement of 
proxies) seem justified? Or is it justified only for, or also for “whole of diet” – i.e. defined 
healthy dietary patterns? 

o What adaptations might be necessary for countries at earlier stages of nutrition 
transition, and with rural or other very poor populations for whom the transition is not 
yet occurring? 

o What should be the basis for defining optimal intakes of foods, food groups, and/or 
food substances?  

o When there is evidence for differing cut-offs and/or differently shaped relationships 
(e.g. linear, U-shaped, other) between intakes and diverse outcomes, how should the 
importance of different outcomes be balanced? 

• In addition to metrics related to foods, food groups, and/or food substances, can/should 
concepts about level of processing and/or species richness (biodiversity) be incorporated? Other 
“novel” elements? 

• Different metrics are required for different purposes. The strongest indices for identifying 
prospective associations to health outcomes are often operationalized in relative terms, to 
capture variability in the study group (e.g. lowest vs. highest quantile of adherence to healthy 
dietary pattern). But operationalizing via relative ranking will not serve for global metrics 
intended for assessment, monitoring, and cross-comparisons. What are the implications for 
metric development, construction and validation? 

                                                      
1 Metrics may be measures, indicators, or complex indices. 
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2. Issues related to metric design and construction 

• What dimension(s) of diet quality should be covered? 

• Are the metrics meant to capture behaviors such as adherence to guidance, proxy for nutrient 
intakes, or both?  

• Can novel and simple proxies be developed for a broader range of dimensions (beyond 
micronutrient adequacy) than currently exist, potentially including energy adequacy, 
macronutrient balance, macronutrient quality, moderation, avoidance, and/or cardiometabolic 
risk reduction? Other? 

• In any composite index, how should positive and negative components be balanced and 
weighted? More generally, how should each component be weighted, relative to any/all others? 
What is the rationale?  

• How, in construction of multi-dimensional metrics, do we handle the issue that increased 
consumption of certain food groups may both increase nutrient adequacy and increase chronic 
disease risk? 

• Assuming food groups are likely components, what will be the methodology for determining 
absolute scoring criteria or cut-offs?  

• How will “U-shaped” associations be handled? That is, how will metrics reflect that risks may 
increase both below a minimum and above a maximum intake for certain foods, food groups, or 
food substances? 

• In particular, what will be the basis for identifying animal-source food intakes sufficient to meet 
nutrient needs, but not leading to dietary risks? Would this be approached by scoring an 
optimum range of intake, or by identifying a minimum for adequacy and handling moderation in 
a separate index component? 

• Relatedly, can the metrics be relevant and comparable across vegan, lacto-ovo vegetarian, and 
non-vegetarian populations? How? 

• What dietary data collection methodologies will be required, and what are the potential survey 
platforms? 

• A substantial part of the evidence base for the relationship of diet quality to outcomes has been 
generated by prospective cohorts, where intakes were assessed with validated food frequency 
questionnaires. Can metrics nevertheless be generated from 24-hour recalls? If not, what recall 
period is required? 
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3. Issues related to metric validation 

• In how many contexts or data sets do the new metrics need to be validated (relative validity e.g. 
within existing data sets), and what are the characteristics of these contexts? How can it be 
ensured that the metrics will be relevant and comparable across diverse LMIC? 

• Against what criteria will the metrics be validated? Against recommended intakes? Dietary 
guidance? Health outcomes? Against other validated metrics? 

• Validation of metrics against health outcomes is often approached in prospective studies using 
relative adherence, for example to an a priori defined healthy dietary pattern; using quantiles of 
adherence allows detection of associations. For our purposes, do metrics need to be validated 
against health outcomes in LMIC? If yes, does it pose a challenge that for some food groups, 
optimal levels of intake identified in studies in the global north may not overlap with intake 
distributions in the global south (for example, dairy intakes)? How would evidence for 
associations be generated when there may be little variability in “adherence” to optimal ranges?  

• What types of validation are feasible with available or obtainable data sets – concurrent, 
convergent, discriminant, predictive, etc.? 

• What is an appropriate criterion for overall predictive strength or association? 

• If relevant (dichotomous indicators) what are the appropriate criteria for sensitivity, specificity, 
and misclassification? 

• How will reliability be assessed?  

• How will responsiveness to change be assessed? 

• Are there measurement issues unique to proposed novel metrics (i.e. they rely on non-standard 
data collection methodologies), and if so how will these issues be addressed/measurement 
methods validated?  

• Do the metrics require innovations related to measurement of portions consumed/portion size 
measurement? If so, do these require field validation? In how many settings? 

• What dietary data collection methodologies will be required, and what are the potential survey 
platforms? 

• What processes can be incorporated into metric development, to ensure relevance, acceptance 
and uptake by stakeholders? 


